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Abstract

Computational Grids connect resources and users in a complex way in order to deliver nontrivial qualities of

services. According to the current trend various communities build their own Grids and due to the lack of

generally accepted standards these Grids are usually not interoperable. As a result, large scale sharing

of resources is prevented by the isolation of Grid systems. Similarly, people are isolated, because the

collaborative work of Grid users is not supported by current environments. Each user accesses Grids as an

individual person without having the possibility of organizing teams that could overcome the difficulties of

application development and execution more easily. The paper describes a new workflow-oriented portal concept

that solves both problems. It enables the interoperability of various Grids during the execution of workflow

applications, and supports users to develop and run their Grid workflows in a collaborative way. The paper also

introduces a classification model that can be used to identify workflow-oriented Grid portals based on two

general features: Ability to access multiple Grids, and support for collaborative problem solving. Using the

approach the different potential portal types are introduced, their unique features are discussed and the portals

and Problem Solving Environments (PSE) of our days are classified. The P-GRADE Portal as a Globus-based

implementation for the classification model is also presented.

1. Introduction

The Grid was originally proposed as a global

computational infrastructure to solve grand-chal-

lenge, computational intensive problems that cannot

be handled within reasonable time even with state of

the art supercomputers and computer clusters [1].

Grid computing tackles these tasks by aggregating

geographically and architecturally dispersed hard-

ware and software resources into large virtual super-

resources.

Meanwhile Grids can be realized relatively easily

by building a uniform middleware layer, such as

Globus [2], on top of the hardware and software

resources, the programming concept of such distrib-

uted systems is not obvious. There are several

different programming models to exploit Grids in a

way that can accelerate our computations.

The simplest approach is the desktop Grid concept

[3, 4] where the application is divided into a large

number of independent work packages and these

packages are processed in a parallel way. Though

this approach is very efficient, there are applications

where the subprograms are more closely coupled and
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run-time interaction among them is required. For

such problems typically MPI [5] is considered as the

best supporting concept and tool. MPI works very

efficiently on supercomputers and clusters. However,

if an MPI application is distributed on several remote

sites (using for example the MPICH-G2 [6] version)

then Y due to the high latency of wide area networks

Y the performance turns out to be much worse than it

was originally expected [7].

Complex problems often require the integration

of several existing sequential and parallel programs

into a single application in which these codes are

executed according to a graph, called workflow. The

workflow concept introduces parallelism at two

levels. The top-level parallelism comes from the

graph concept, i.e., codes contained by independent

branches can be executed simultaneously. The

bottom level parallelism can be applied if some of

the workflow nodes are themselves parallel programs

(e.g., MPI [5] or PVM [34]). Both top level and

bottom level parallelism can be exploited if the

parallel branches contain parallel nodes. In such case

several supercomputers or clusters can be used

simultaneously, and every parallel program would

use one of these systems. Consequently, multi-site

parallel application execution can be achieved with-

out any performance degradation. The approach

combines the benefits of traditional single-site paral-

lel processing and Grid-like multi-site processing.

Although there is a large number of workflow-

oriented Grid activities, most of them do not exploit

these two possible levels of parallelism [8Y10].

After the proper parallel processing approach has

been selected the next step is to choose a suitable

application developer and execution environment.

Grids are typically accessed through portals [11, 12,

45] that serve as both Grid application developer

and executor environments. As Grid technology ma-

tures the number of production Grids dynamically

increases. Although sometimes multiple Grids are

served by the same portal, usually different portals

are installed for different Grids. Even if a portal is

connected to multiple Grids, applications that utilize

services from these Grids simultaneously, are not

supported. The result is distressing: We are witness-

ing the formation of separated islands of Grids,

without having brides connecting them. If a user

starts to develop an application on one of these

Fislands_ and it turns out that it does not provide the

required capacities, service types or quality of

services, then he/she must obtain a certificate for a

different Grid, an account for its portal, must learn

this portal and finally the application must be

migrated into this new environment. If he/she was

lucky the new environment supports the same

application developer interfaces, otherwise the code

has to be modified as well.

Since Grids are inevitably the most complex

computational infrastructures of our times, applica-

tions built on top of them must be highly advanced as

well. These programs have to interface with different

types of services (sometimes built with different

APIs) and must handle the issues related to the

distributed nature of the infrastructure (concurrency,

transaction management, etc.). The development of

advanced applications cannot be efficient without

collaborative tools [24]. Collaboratively designed

Grid programs can accumulate the knowledge of

multiple persons and can exploit underlying services

much more efficiently than single-user applications

do. Because the development and execution phases

of Grid applications are closely relate to each other,

traditional collaborative tools cannot support the

collaborative development and execution of Grid

applications.

The paper argues that next generation Grid

portals can be the answer for these two challenges:

They could support collaborative applications that

utilise services from multiple Grids simultaneously.

Section 2 introduces a classification model that

evaluates workflow-oriented Grid portals according

to their multi-Grid, multi-user capabilities. The aim

is to identify the functions that must be implemented

by next generation Grid portals if they want to

overcome the above-discussed issues. Section 3

presents the P-GRADE Portal [44], a workflow-

oriented portal that is used by Section 4 and Section

5 to demonstrate how multi-Grid, multi-user portals

can be implemented on top of the Globus middle-

ware [2]. Although Globus and P-GRADE Portal are

used through the paper to demonstrate the concept

of multi-Grid, multi-user workflows, the approach

can be easily generalized for other types of Grid

middleware and portals.

2. Classification of Grid Portals

Most of the current Grid portals are used to visualize

Grid information (properties of resources, status of
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jobs, results of jobs, etc.) and to facilitate the

submissions of individual jobs [12Y14]. Recent Grid

portals and PSEs support the development and

submission of jobs either as components of param-

eter studies or workflows. The paper is focusing onto

portals that support the most complex (and advanced)

form of job group submission, i.e., workflow sub-

mission, since we believe that very soon this feature

will be a standard part of any Grid portal.

As Flynn classified parallel computers [16] ac-

cording to the number of applied processors and the

number of data units processed in parallel, we pro-

pose a classification for workflow-oriented Grid

portals. Our classification is based on two parameters.

First, on the number of users that can access (edit,

execute, steer, etc.) the same application through the

portal simultaneously. Second, on the number of Grids

a given portal is connected to and can use to execute

jobs. Two types of portals can be distinguished by the

first property: Multiple isolated user portals and

multiple collaborative user portals. Using the second

property three kinds of portals can be identified:

Single isolated Grid portals, multiple isolated Grid

portals and multiple collaborative Grid portals.

According to these statements Table 1 can be created.

2.1. Grid Portals and Grids

The first row of the table represents the current

production Grid portal approach where each portal

installation is connected to a single Grid system, i.e.,

users of the portal can access resources (services)

that belong to one rewarded Grid. This restriction

limits the usability of Grids and portals in many ways.

For example Y just to mention one of the many limits Y
if the connected Grid is overloaded the users’ jobs

cannot be redirected to another, less overloaded Grid.

One remedy for this problem could be the access of

several Grids by the same portal. The second and third

rows of the table represent portals that can exploit

such a multi-Grid connection. These portals can be

further classified whether the Grids connected by them

are isolated from each other or they can collaborate.

Collaborative Grids are able to solve the jobs of the

same workflow together, executing the different

workflow branches in parallel. For example if a

workflow has two branches, then jobs belonging to

branch F1_ can be executed in Grid FA_, meanwhile

jobs belonging to branch F2_ can be simultaneously

executed in Grid FB._ If such a simultaneous

execution of the workflow components Y coordinated

by the Grid portal Y is not possible, then we say that

the connected Grids are isolated. In such case every

component of the workflow is executed either in Grid

FA_ or in Grid FB._1 We refer to portals that can con-

nect several Grids in such a restricted way as xxMI

portals. This class is represented by the second row

of Table 1. XxMC portals, represented by the last

row, are able to support the simultaneous, collabora-

tive execution of components of a workflow in sev-

eral connected Grids (See Figure 1).

2.2. Grid Portals and Users

Current portals support only isolated users, i.e., Grid

users cannot collaborate via the portal either to

develop applications together or collaboratively run

existing applications. Although several Grid portals

and PSEs support collaborative work [36, 37], these

environments simply extend the isolated user work-

spaces with traditional information sharing tools

such as chatting, message sending, audio and video

streaming. As a result users are able to communicate

with each other through the portal, but they have

to build and execute Grid applications individually.

Although some portal implementations enable users

to apply each others applications as starting points to

develop new programs, defining complex systems in

this way is unacceptably time consuming.

In our terminology multi-user portals provide

controlled and concurrent access to Grid applications

for multiple users during both the application

development and execution phases. Workflow-ori-

ented portals that correspond to this definition are

Table 1. Classification of workflow-oriented Grid portals.

Multiple isolated

users (MIxx)

Multiple collaborative

users (MCxx)

Single isolated

Grid (xxSI)

MISI portals MCSI portals

Multiple isolated

Grids (xxMI)

MIMI portals MCMI portals

Multiple

collaborative Grids

(xxMC)

MIMC portals MCMC portals

1 Despite all the components of the workflow are executed in

the same Grid the different components can run on different sites

in parallel.
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denoted as MCxx portals in our model, and they are

presented in the last column of Table 1. Every other

portal implementation belongs to the MIxx column.

CVS [24] and BSCV [25] are two of the most

widely used collaborative tools. CVS supports the

collaborative development of software code, BSCW

supports the collaborative preparation of documents.

The concept these environments follow is similar to

what we propose for multi-user Grid portals: Let

multiple persons contribute to a project simulta-

neously. In case of a software engineering project

multiple developers want to design a complex soft-

ware system (CVS). In case of a publication project

multiple authors want to write a joint paper or a book

(BSCW). In case of a Grid project multiple users want

to define and execute a complex application on top of

the Grid. We believe that in the near future Y when

Grids will be widely used in both industrial and

scientific settings Y every Grid-related project will

require this kind of support. (See Figure 1).

2.3. The Structure of Collaborative Grid Portals

The classification of Table 1 can be justified by the

structure of workflow-oriented Grid portals too.

Every workflow-oriented portal consists of a work-

flow GUI and a workflow manager part, each

determining one dimension of Table 1.

While the workflow GUI is the interface that

enables the development, submission and steering of

workflows and the visualization of results, the work-

flow manager is responsible for the execution and

scheduling of workflow components in the connected

Grids. If the workflow GUI is able to serve multiple

users, but each user should work on separate work-

flow graphs, then the portal is a MIxx type. If the

workflow GUI is able to serve multiple users in a

way that they can work on the same graph simulta-

neously, can visualize and control the execution of

the workflow in a collaborative fashion, then the

portal is a MCxx type.

Similarly, if the portal workflow manager can use

only a single Grid to execute the components of the

submitted workflows, then the portal is an xxSI type.

If the workflow manager is able to cooperate with

multiple Grids but only one Grid can be used at a time

to execute workflow components, then the portal is an

xxMI type. If the workflow manager can simulta-

neously utilize multiple Grids when executing differ-

ent components of a workflow, then the portal is an

xxMC type. Table 2 presents the different portal

types from the structural point of view.

The introduced classification model can be

applied not only for Grid portals, but for traditional

Grid user interfaces and PSEs as well. Unicore [27]

and Triana [15] are two of the most well-known

workflow-oriented PSEs. According to the classifica-

tion they both belong to the simplest, to the MISI

class. They provide neither multi-Grid access, nor

collaborative user support. Although the server of

Triana is built on top of the GAT API [28] Y thus it

could abstract the underling Grid services from their

actual implementations Y it cannot distinguish secu-

rity domains from each other, which is a prerequisite

of multi-Grid access. (Because different Grids repre-

sent different security domains).

Figure 1. From isolated-user, isolated-Grid portal to collaborative-user, collaborative-Grid portal.
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Pegasus [29], a Web-based Grid portal is a MISI

environment as well. Based on a special configura-

tion file, filled up by the portal administrator with

Globus GRAM and GridFTP [2] site addresses,

Pegasus is able to map abstract workflows onto

physical resources. At the same time Y because of the

centrally managed resource list and the single

certificate the manager applies during workflow

execution Y Pegasus cannot be considered a multi-

Grid portal.

The GridFlow portal [30] applies a more complex

workflow executor subsystem than the above dis-

cussed environments. The workflow manager of

GridFlow handles workflows at two levels. It man-

ages workflows at a global Grid level and schedules

them at the level of different local Grids. It does not

provide collaborative development and execution

capabilities, so according to our model the GridFlow

portal is a MIMC portal implementation.

The remaining part of the paper presents the P-

GRADE Portal [44], a Globus-based portal imple-

mentation that covers all the six cells of Table 1.

While the 2.x version of the P-GRADE Portal fulfils

the requirements of MISI, MIMI and MIMC classes.

Its 3.0 version2 can operate in all the MISI, MIMI,

MIMC, MCSI, MCMI and MCMC modes.

3. The P-GRADE Portal

The P-GRADE Portal is a workflow-oriented Grid

portal with the main goal to support all stages of Grid

workflow development and execution processes. It

enables the graphical design of workflows created

from various types of executable components (se-

quential, MPI or PVM jobs), executing these work-

flows in Globus-based [2] computational Grids

relying on user credentials, and finally, analyzing

the monitored trace-data by the built-in visualization

facilities. The P-GRADE Portal provides the follow-

ing functions (see also Figure 2):

1. Defining Grid environments

2. Creation and modification of workflow applications

2 P-GRADE Portal 3.0 will be released in 2006.

Table 2. Classification of workflow-oriented portals from the structural point of view (see also Table I).
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3. Managing Grid certificates

4. Controlling the execution of workflow applica-

tions on Grid resources

5. Monitoring and visualizing the progress of work-

flows and their component jobs3

3.1. Grid Workflows in the P-GRADE Portal

Workflow applications can be developed in the

P-GRADE Portal by the graphical Workflow Editor.

The Editor is implemented as a Java Web-Start

application that can be installed on the client

machines Fon the fly,_ using a standard Web browser.

The Editor communicates only with the Portal

Server, and it is completely independent from the

Grid infrastructure(s) the Server is connected to.

A P-GRADE Portal workflow is an acyclic

dependency graph that connects sequential and

parallel programs into an interoperating set of jobs.

The nodes of such a graph are batch jobs, while the

arc connections define data relations among these

jobs. Arcs define the execution order of the jobs and

the input/output dependencies that must be resolved

by the workflow manager during execution. An ultra-

short range weather forecast (Nowcast) Grid appli-

cation (MEANDER) [18] is shown in Figure 3 as an

example for a P-GRADE Portal workflow.

Nodes labeled as delta, cummu, visib, satel and

ready represent executable programs of the following

two types: Sequential and parallel MPI. Small

squares labeled by numbers around the nodes are

called ports and represent input and output data files

that the corresponding executables expect or pro-

duce. (One port represents one input/output file.)

Directed arcs interconnect pairs of input and output

ports if an output file of a job serves as an input

file for another job. An input file Y represented by

an input port Y can come from three different

sources:

1. It can be produced by another job of the work-

flow. Such input files are represented by input

ports that are connected to output ports. During

workflow execution the workflow manager trans-

fers such files from the executor site of the pro-

ducer job to the executor site of the consumer

job.

2. From the workflow developer’s desktop machine.

Input ports that represent such input files are not

connected to any output ports. The files must be

uploaded from the desktop machine to the portal

server before the submission of the workflow. The

Workflow Editor and the Portal Server performs

the upload procedure automatically when the

workflow is saved by the user. During workflow

execution the workflow manager transfers these

files from the Portal Server to the appropriate

computational resources.

3. From a storage resource. An input port can be a

reference to a file located at the resource of a Grid

storage provider. The workflow manager transfers

such input files from storage resources to compu-

tational resources during workflow execution.

Figure 2. User activities supported by the P-GRADE Portal.

3 The application monitoring and visualization capabilities of

the P-GRADE Portal are out of the scope of the paper. For more

information please refer to [44].
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An output file Y represented by an output port Y
can have the following target locations:

1. A computational resource. If an output port is

connected to one or more input ports then the

output file represented by that port serves as a data

transmitter between a producer and one or more

consumer jobs. The workflow manager transfers

the file from the executor site of the producer job

to the executor site(s) of the consumer job(s).

2. The Portal server. If valuable information is

generated by a job into a relatively small file,

then the user can instruct the workflow manager to

transfer the file back to the Portal Server. After the

workflow is terminated such output files can be

downloaded from the Portal Server onto the users’

desktop machines.

3. A storage resource. If relatively large amount of

valuable information is generated by a job into an

output file, then the user can instruct the workflow

manager to save the file on a Grid storage re-

source. The users (or other Grid services) can

access such files with appropriate clients.

Notice, that an output file can be a data trans-

mitter between jobs and can also contain valuable

information for the user. In this case the workflow

manager first copies the file from the producer site to

every consumer site, then moves the original copy of

the file to the Portal Server or to a storage resource.

The semantics of the workflow execution means

that a node (job) of the workflow can be executed if,

and only if all of its input files are available, i.e., all

the jobs that produce input files for this job have

successfully terminated, and all the other input files

are available on the Portal Server and at the pre-

defined storage resources. Therefore, the workflow

describes both the control-flow and the data-flow of

the application. If all the necessary input files are

available for a job, then the workflow manager

transfers these files Y together with the binary

executable Y to the computational resource where

the job is allocated for execution. Managing the

transfer of files and recognition of the availability of

the necessary files is the task of the workflow

manager component of the Portal Server.

3.2. The Grid-Concept of the P-GRADE Portal

Grid computing enables the flexible, secure, coordi-

nated sharing of resources among dynamic collec-

tions of individuals, institutions, and resources Y
usually referred to as virtual organizations (VO) [41].

To realize VOs first a uniform Grid middleware layer

should be built on the top of the resources. This layer

hides low level hardware and software differences by

high-level standardized service interfaces and proto-

cols. There are several ways to implement the Grid

middleware. In fact we can witness the fast evolution

Figure 3. The MEANDER short-range weather forecast meteorology application opened in the Workflow Editor of the P-GRADE Portal.
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of middleware concepts that means a distracting

feature of Grids for end-users. Without a high-level

user interface they should re-learn the new versions

of middleware services, concepts and commands

from time to time, moreover, applications built with

the API of one middleware cannot be ported directly

onto a different system.

A set of resources, hidden by abstract interfaces

still cannot be regarded as a VO. While the middle-

ware creates facility to discover and invoke services

on-demand, some high-level policy must define

which components and when are allowed to cooper-

ate. Grid middleware only with this access policy can

realize VOs.

Globus [2] gives one implementation for the Grid

middleware and VO concepts. Most of the current

production Grids apply one of the official releases, or

some modified version of Globus-2 [20, 21, 31Y33,

35]. In these systems the low-level protocols (e.g.,

GRAM, GridFTP, MDS, BDII) specify the services

that clients can apply to access providers, while GSI

[26] Y independently from these protocols Y defines

the rules of collaboration. GSI is based on the PKI

concept: Every Grid participant (client and service)

must have a certificate, signed by a Certificate

Authority (CA). Two Globus Grid participant are

allowed to cooperate Y and are regarded as members

of the same VO Y if they trust the issuers of each

others’ certificates. If they do not belong to the same

VO they cannot use each other’s services even if they

speak the same protocol. Consequently, in GSI-based

environments it is more important to classify entities

according to their VO membership, than according to

the Grid they participate in. Even if two providers

belong to the same Grid (e.g., LHC Grid) they cannot

be accessed with the same certificate if they are

members of different VOs4 (e.g., Atlas and SEE-

GRID VOs). As a result, applications built onto the

top of Globus systems have to think in terms of VOs

instead of terms of Grids.

The P-GRADE Portal is a workflow-oriented

portal implemented on top of Globus. Consequently,

the P-GRADE Portal is a xxSI, xxMI, xxMC portal

in a sense that it can be used to execute workflows in

a single Globus VO, in multiple Globus VOs either

in isolated and in simultaneous ways. In the two

latter cases these VOs can be part of the same Grid

(e.g., LHC Grid [31]) or part of different Grids (e.g.,

NGS [21], NorduGrid [32], Grid2003 [33]).

4. Workflow Development

4.1. Developing and Editing MIxx Workflows

Users must work on MIxx workflows individually

during both the development and execution phases.

In the P-GRADE Portal an MIxx workflow can be

loaded from the user’s private storage space Y
allocated on the Portal Server Y into the client-side

Editor, can be edited locally, and the updated version

can be loaded back to the Server. The development

of a P-GRADE Portal workflow consists of two

subtasks:

1. defining the structure of the graph

2. specifying the properties of nodes (jobs and ports)

The graph structure can be defined using the drag

and drop GUI elements of the Workflow Editor. The

properties of nodes can be specified using property

windows: By double clicking a job or a port a corre-

sponding property window can be popped up and the

attributes of the affected component can be defined.

While the graph definition process is identical for

every MIxx workflow, the component definition

processes are slightly different for MISI, MIMI and

MIMC workflows.

The job component of a workflow node can be

defined in the following way: Using the job property

window (See Figure 4) the user must specify the

client side location and the type (SEQ, MPI or PVM)

of the binary executable. Optional start-up parame-

ters can also be given here (e.g., command line

attributes). The job can be mapped onto a computa-

tional resource in the following way. Using the

FGrid_ and Resource_ dropdown listboxes first a Grid

(actually a Globus VO), then a computational

resource from that Grid must be chosen. If the portal

is a MISI installation than only one VO appears in

the FGrid_ listbox. If the portal is a MIMI or MIMC

installation, then multiple VOs are on the list. In the

MIMI case every job must be mapped onto resources

of the same VO, while jobs of MIMC workflows

can follow any mapping topology. (Section 4.4

discusses the FGrid_ and FResource_ lists in more

detail.)

4 Sometimes multiple VOs trust the same CA and can be

accessed with the same certificate. In this case these VOs actually

join together into a single VO.
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While in P-GRADE Portal 2.1 jobs must be

mapped onto computational resources manually, the

2.2 version of the P-GRADE Portal can interface

with the broker component of the LHC Grid

infrastructure [46], thus it can automatically find the

most appropriate resources for jobs.

Figure 5 presents the property window of a port

component. The FType_ field specifies the type of the

file the port represents (input or output). For input

files the next field (FFile type_) defines the location of

the file: Local means Fthe file is on the user’s desktop

machine,_ remote means Fthe file is on a Grid storage

resource._ For output files the local option means that

the file must be saved on the Portal Server, while

remote means the file must be saved on a Grid stor-

age resource. The FFile_ field specifies the exact

source location (for input files) or the exact target

location (for output files) of the file. The last field

defines whether the output file contains important

information for the user (permanent) or it is only used

as a data transmitter between jobs (volatile). While

permanent files must be saved on the Portal Server or

on a Grid storage resource, volatile files must not.

4.2. Developing and Editing MCxx Workflows

With collaborative-user portals (MCxx) multiple

persons can work on the same workflow simulta-

neously. During the development phase the developer

team can define the structure of the graph and the

contents of the different nodes. Every user can add his/

her own knowledge and jobs to the graph. The

different nodes can be defined by different team

members, so one’s jobs can produce result files to

jobs defined by other team members. The developers

do not have to take care how the input files will be

generated for their jobs, they have to focus only onto

the format and the meaning of the transmitter file

contents.

During application development MCxx portals

must act as frameworks that enable the concurrent

Figure 4. The property window of a job component of a P-GRADE Portal workflow.

Figure 5. The property window of a port component of a P-

GRADE Portal workflow.
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engineering of Grid programs. The goal is to let

several people contribute to a single workflow

simultaneously. It can be achieved in two ways:

1. Associating Fsoft locks_ with workflow compo-

nents

2. Associating Fhard locks_ with workflow compo-

nents

The first approach enables team members to work

on any part of an application any time. The concept

assumes that the developers previously agreed on the

distribution of work, i.e., everybody knows that e.g.,

user F1_ works on Fbranch 4,_ user F2_ on Fjob C_ and

so on. The developers can check out the workflow

application from the Portal Server, can perform their

own modifications and can save the updated versions

on the server again. During the upload process the

portal server merges the different versions together.

If the users have adhered to a disjunct distribution of

work, then nobody’s contribution is lost during the

merging process.

The second approach guarantees exclusive access

to components. Users have to lock workflow ele-

ments in advance to modification. Once somebody

obtained a lock on an item then nobody else can

modify it. Although merging different versions of the

same application is still required, lost updates are

impossible. Because this approach does not assume

off-line communication among the users, developers

without even knowing each other can contribute to

the same graph.

Locking mechanism could be implemented at

different levels: Locks could be associated with

workflow branches, with workflow components, or

even with elementary attributes that describe a

component. The 3.0 version of the P-GRADE Portal

implements hard locks at the level of workflow nodes.

Locks are associated with nodes (a job and ports

being connected to it), and users must obtain lock on

nodes before they could perform any modification on

them. A lock can be acquired using the collaborative

version of the Workflow Editor. If nobody else has

lock on the requested node then the server sends back

an approval message to the Editor, and the Editor

turns the node editable. If the item was already

locked, then the user has to wait until the owner of the

component finishes the work and releases the lock. A

new node can be dropped onto the editor canvas at

any time, and becomes automatically locked for the

user who defined it. However, the node can be

connected to the graph by an arc if both ends of the

channel are locked for the same user.

Figure 6 presents a multi-user workflow editing

scenario. On the server side the different workflow

components are associated with locks. On the client

sides the same elements are in editable (sharp) or

disabled (light) states. A user is allowed to modify

only those components that are locked for him. The

server maintains a global version of the workflow

and updates it according to the modifications per-

formed at the clients. Users can upload their latest

work to the server and download other users’

components any time. In this way any number of

users can contribute to and observe a workflow

development process.

Beside the additional locking and unlocking

actions MCxx Grid applications can be created

exactly in the same way as MIxx ones. The result

of a multi-user development phase is a collaborative

application which contains not only the workflow,

but also the name of the users by whom the different

components have been defined. This extra informa-

tion is used by the multi-user workflow manager

during the execution phase to estimate whose

certificate should be used to execute a given work-

flow component. (See also Section 5.1).

4.3. Setting the Grid Environment

As it has been discussed in Section 4.1, jobs of a P-

GRADE Portal 2.1 workflow must be mapped onto

computational resources manually. The FGrid_ and

FResource_ dropdown listboxes on job property win-

dows are provided for this purpose (See Figure 4).

Setting the Grid environment is actually the process

when the portal administrator and the portal user de-

fine entries for these listboxes. Consequently, this

action is a prerequisite of workflow development.

The setting process consists of two stages. First,

the portal administrator defines Grids (Globus VOs)

for the portal. The administrator can associate an

information system and any number of default com-

putational resources with every VO.5 The informa-

tion system is used by the portal to obtain and present

resource information to the users. The default resour-

5 The 2.2 version of the P-GRADE Portal can also associate a

broker with every VO. The workflow manager of the Portal con-

tacts these brokers to find suitable resources for workflow jobs. For

more information please refer to [44].
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ces appear in the dropdown listboxes of every portal

user. Every user can add further computational

resources to his/her own list and can remove resources

defined by the administrator from it. There is no way

for a user to modify the Grid list either by adding or

deleting VOs to and from it. According to the P-

GRADE Portal concept a portal installation serves the

user community of one or more Globus VOs, so only

the portal administrator can modify the VO list. Figure

7 presents the two pages of the FSettings_ portlet

which can be used by end-users to customize their

own resource sets.

As it can be seen in Figure 7.a, three Globus VOs

are available for the portal users. Two of these VOs

(HUNGRID [42] and SEE-GRID [20]) belong to the

LHC Grid [31], while SZTAKI-GRID is an indepen-

dent VO of the Hungarian Grid research community.

Notice, that a VO is presented by its information

system. By clicking on the FResources_ button of a

VO entry the computational resources being associ-

ated with that VO can be browsed (Figure 7.b). This

page can be used to define new resources for a VO

(Add button) or to delete resources from the VO

(Delete button). By clicking on the FLoad default_
button all the resources defined by the portal ad-

ministrator will be added to the list.

5. Workflow Execution

Because none of the largest production Grids contain

workflow manager services [21, 31Y33, 35], work-

flow-oriented portals connected to them must incor-

porate workflow managers too. The P-GRADE Portal

contains a DAGMan-based [22] workflow manager

subsystem which is responsible for the scheduling of

workflow components in Grids. This section dis-

cusses the workflow executor subsystems of the P-

GRADE Portal with the aim to present Globus-based

implementations for xxSI, xxMI and xxMC workflow

managers.

5.1. Grid Certificate Management

A crucial prerequisite of workflow execution is to

provide the workflow manager with Grid certificates.

These certificates are used by the manager when it

performs the elementary operations of the execution

process. The execution of a P-GRADE Portal work-

flow consists of two types of elementary operations:

Job execution and file transfer. The task of the P-

GRADE Portal workflow manager is to degrade

workflow definitions into sequences of these two

operations and execute the sequences by invoking

services from the connected Grid(s).

Grid certificates (short-term GSI proxy creden-

tials [26]) can be downloaded from MyProxy servers

[17] into the P-GRADE Portal (See Figure 2). The

Fcertificates_ portlet (See Figure 8) provides a graph-

ical interface to manage and browse the downloaded

proxies. New proxies can be downloaded, expired or

unnecessary proxies can be deleted here as well.

Moreover, if no MyProxy server can provide an ap-

propriate proxy for an execution, then long-term user

Figure 6. Different workflow components locked by different collaborative users in the P-GRADE Portal.
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Figure 7. The Settings portlet of the P-GRADE Portal.
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certificates can be uploaded into trusted MyProxy

servers through this portlet.

Any number of proxies can be available for a user

on the Portal Server. As part of the download process

each proxy must be associated with one or more

Globus VOs. As it has been described in Section 4.3,

the list of available Grids is set by the portal ad-

ministrator. Grids and proxies are in a many-to-one

relation: A proxy can belong to multiple VOs, but

maximum one proxy can be associated with a VO.

As it can be seen in Figure 8, there are three proxies

available for the Fdemo_ user: One for the HUN-

GRID, one for the SEE-GRID and one for the

SZTAKI-GRID VOs. When a workflow is submitted

for execution by the Fdemo_ user, the workflow man-

ager can use these three proxies to access computa-

tional and storage resources.

5.1.1. Certificate Management for MIxx Workflows

MIxx workflows are developed and executed by a

single person. The workflow manager can choose

from this person’s proxy set to invoke storage and

computational services during the execution. In case

of a MISI portal there is only one VO available for

the users. Consequently, there can be only one proxy

downloaded under the submitter user’s portal ac-

count, and this proxy identifies the user in the

connected VO. The workflow manager applies this

proxy to copy files to/from storage and computation-

al resources and to start up jobs on computational

resources.

Because the components of a MIMI workflow

refer to resources of a single VO, one proxy is

enough for the execution. However, since the portal

is connected to more than one VOs, multiple proxies

can be available under the submitter user’s account.

Each of these proxies identifies the user in one of the

connected VOs. The task of the workflow manager is

to choose the proxy that is valid in the VO referred

by the workflow definition. Using the proxy-VO

association table (see Figure 8) the selection task can

be performed by the manager automatically.
Because the components of a MIMC workflow

are be mapped onto resources of different VOs,

multiple proxies are required during the execution.

Using the proxy-VO table (See Figure 8) the work-

flow manager has to choose one suitable proxy for

every elementary operation. There are five basic

operations during workflow execution that require

the invocation of a Grid service, thus require the usage

of a proxy. These operations and the applied proxy

selection policies are the following:

1. Reading an output file from a computational

resource. The manager applies the proxy that is

associated with the VO the resource belongs to.
2. Writing an input/executable file onto a computa-

tional resource. The manager applies the proxy

that is associated with the VO the resource

belongs to.
3. Starting up a job on a computational resource. The

manager applies the proxy that is associated with

the VO the resource belongs to.

Figure 8. The certificate management portlet of the P-GRADE Portal.
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4. Reading an input file from a storage resource. The

manager applies the proxy that is associated with

the VO the consumer job will be executed in.
5. Writing an output file onto a storage resource. The

manager applies the proxy that is associated with

the VO the producer job was executed in.

(Although reading/writing files from/to the portal

server can also occur during the execution, these

operations do not require proxies.) An important

consequence of policies 4 and 5 is that an input file

can be copied from a storage resource to a compu-

tational resource only if the two resources are

members of the same VO. Moreover, the result file

of a job can be saved only on those storage resources

that belong to the same VO than the computational

resource the job was executed on.

Notice, that during the execution of a MIMC

workflow there can be situations when a job executed

in VO Fa_ produces a file for another job that must be

executed in VO Fb._ Such file transfers require

different proxies at the source and at the target

locations. Because the widely supported Globus

GridFTP protocol does not support multiple proxies

[23], the workflow manager performs indirect file

transfer between the resources, using the Portal

Server as a transient storage. (Points 1, and 2 from

the previous list specifies the proxies that are used by

the manager to read and to write the file from/to the

producer/consumer resource.)

5.1.2. Certificate Management for MCxx Workflows

Associating proxies with elementary operations is

quite self evident if the workflow belongs to a single

person. However, the situation gets much more

complicated for collaborative-user workflows. These

workflows are owned by groups of users by whom

the applications have been designed concurrently and

by whom the workflows are submitted and steered. In

this case a proxy for a service invocation must be

selected in two steps. First, the manager must decide

which collaborative user Y or users Y proxy set(s) to

choose from, and second, it must choose a single

proxy from this/these proxy set(s).
The user selection process can be based on

different policies. For example the manager could

take only the submitter user’s proxy set into consid-

eration. (The person who clicked the Fsubmit_ button.)

In this case one person would be responsible for the

invocation of every service during the execution of

the workflow. Following another policy the manager

could use the proxy sets of those users who actively

contributed to the workflow during the development

phase. In this case the responsibility of the execution

would be shared among multiple persons. A third

workflow manager implementation could select the

proxy sets of some dedicated users who have been

elected by the collaborative team. Options are endless

and all would result reasonable system for slightly

different needs. The P-GRADE Portal implements the

second policy, thus it applies the active workflow

developers’ proxy sets to choose proxies for service

invocations. The exact policy implemented by the P-

GRADE Portal is the following:

1. To read an input file from a storage resource or to

write an input (or binary executable) file onto a

computational resource the manager chooses a

proxy from that user’s proxy set who defined the

job the file belongs to.

2. To read an output file from a computational

resource or to write an output file onto a storage

resource the manager chooses a proxy from that

user’s proxy set who defined the job the file was

produced by.

3. To start up a job on a computational resource the

manager chooses a proxy from that user’s proxy

set who defined the job.

Consequence of the policy is that the job and port

components of a workflow node must be defined by

the same user. This is a logical approach, because in

this way collaborative users can add their own jobs

with appropriate input and output files to the work-

flow, and the manager makes every user responsible

only for his/her own part during the workflow

execution process.

After the manager selected the appropriate user’s

proxy set it must select a single proxy from it. At this

point the same policy can be applied that has been

introduced in Section 5.1.1 for MIxx workflows.

Transferring files between VOs is also required

during the execution of an MCMC workflow. Just

like in the MIMC case such files are transferred using

different proxies at the source and at the target

locations, copying the data through the Portal Server

indirectly.

5.2. Workflow Management

One of the main goals of the P-GRADE Portal is to

hide the low level details of Grid systems with high-
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level, technology-neutral interfaces that can be easily

integrated with different middleware. The GUI of the

Portal is built with the GridSphere portal framework

[43], thus the various portal functions are imple-

mented as nearly independent portlets. These portlets

can be seen in Figure 9.

The FCertificate manager_ portlet is responsible

for uploading X.509 certificates into MyProxy serv-

ers and for downloading short-term GSI proxies

into the workflow manager (See Section 5.1). The

FSettings_ portlet can be used to specify Globus VOs

and computational resources for the portal applica-

tion (See Section 4.3). The FWorkflow_ portlet is the

graphical interface of the workflow manager and can

be used to submit and control workflows, to monitor

and visualize execution.

In order to achieve the high portability of the

portal among different Grids, we had to define the

basic set of Grid services the Portal Server can be

built on. A natural starting point was the Globus

Toolkit and particularly those tools of Globus-2 [2]

that are generally accepted and widely used by

production Grids today. Globus GRAM, GridFTP

and GSI have been selected as the minimal underly-

ing toolset for the P-GRADE Portal.

GRAM is the job management interface that can

be used to start up batch jobs on computational

resources. It acts as a gateway to access local

jobmanagers, and because it does not restrict them,

practically any local jobmanager Y such as Condor

[22], SGE [38] or LSF [39] Y can be accessed by

connected into P-GRADE Portal Grids. GridFTP [23]

is the file management interface of computational

and storage resources. In our architecture GridFTP is

used to read and write files from/to computational

and storage resources. GSI [26] is the security

infrastructure that protects GRAM and GridFTP

servers from unauthorized clients. The choice of this

infrastructure was justified by connecting the

P-GRADE Portal to several Globus-based Grid

systems such as the UK NGS [21] the LHC Grid

[31] and the GridLab testbed [40]. Notice, that the

actual Grid system can have much more services

than the P-GRADE Portal needs. The point is that if

this basic middleware set is available, then the

P-GRADE Portal can be immediately used on that

particular Grid.

As it can be seen in Figure 8 the FWorkflow_
portlet is interfaced with the Condor DAGMan [22]

workflow scheduler. DAGMan degrades workflows

into elementary file transfer and job submission tasks

and schedules the execution of these tasks. Although

DAGMan itself cannot invoke Grid services, it

supports customized Grid service invocations by its

pre/post script concept [22]. One pre and one post

script can be attached to every node of a DAGMan

workflow. DAGMan guarantees, that it first executes

the pre script, then the actual content script and

finally the post script when it reaches a workflow

node. Consequently, the Portal Server automatically

Figure 9. The structure of the P-GRADE Portal.
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generates appropriate pre, content and post scripts for

every workflow node when the workflow is saved on

the server. These scripts Y started by DAGMan

according to the graph structure Y invokes the

GridFTP and GRAM clients (See Figure 9) to access

files and start up jobs in the connected Grids.

DAGMan invokes these scripts in the same way in

both single- and multi-Grid configuration. However,

as it has been described in Section 5.1, proxies must

be selected differently in the various cases. Selecting

proxies according to the introduced policies is the

task of the GRAM and GridFTP clients.

6. Summary and Conclusions

The paper proposed a model to classify workflow-

oriented Grid portals. The classification is based on

two parameters: The number of clients that can

collaboratively participate in the development and

execution of applications and the number of Grids

that can be applied to execute these applications. The

result is a set of six portal classes. Although a more

complex classification taxonomy is given for work-

flow management systems by Yu and Buyya in [47],

their model does not take the discussed two dimen-

sions into consideration. We believe that as the

numbers of production Grids and Grid users increase,

these two parameters will be highly important.

With the most advanced portals multiple users

can work together to define and execute Grid ap-

plications that utilize resources of multiple Grids. By

connecting previously separated Grids and previous-

ly isolated users together, these portals will revolu-

tionize multidisciplinary research.

The P-GRADE Portal gives a Globus-based

implementation for the collaborative-Grid, collabo-

rative-user concept. Since almost every production

Grid uses Globus middleware today, these Grids

could all be accessed by the P-GRADE Portal.

Moreover, due to the multi-Grid concept a single

portal installation can serve user communities of

multiple Grids. These users can define workflows

using the high-level graphical notations of the Work-

flow Editor, can manage certificates, workflows and

jobs through the Web-based interface of the Portal

Server. They can harness resources from multiple VOs

and can migrate applications among Grids without

learning new technologies or interfaces.

P-GRADE Portal 2.1 has been already connected

to several European Grids (LHC Grid [31], EU

GridLab testbed [40], UK OGSA test-bed [19], UK

NGS [21]) and serves as a graphical interface for

several production Grids like SEE-GRID [20],

HunGrid [42] and UK NGS [21]. On top of that its

latest, 2.2 version is connected to the broker, storage

and DBII components of the LCG middleware [44].
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